The emerging 5G technology provides direct data transmission, precise synchronization and localization for future autonomous vehicles. These vehicles are coupled in certain groups and drive simultaneously to enhance the road capacity and energy efficiency. The estimation of formation, i.e. the position of each individual vehicle w.r.t. the group, from the 5G signal is precise enough, so that the antennas deployed on multiple vehicles can be collectively considered as a distributed virtual antenna array. Non-cooperative entities, e.g. 5G incompatible vehicles, pedestrians or other road users, with radio transmissions according to a previous standard, can be precisely localized relative to the formation by distributed near-field array processing. By jointly locating the targets, the formation estimate of the 5G enabled vehicles is further improved.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ubiquitous realtime location information plays an essential role for future autonomous vehicular networks. These vehicles are coupled in certain formations and drive simultaneously to enhance the road capacity and energy efficiency [1] . A vehicle in these networks navigates autonomously according to the relative positions of itself and the neighboring objects like pedestrians and other vehicles. Traditionally, the relative location of a vehicle is estimated by fusing ego sensors such as inertial measurement units (IMUs) and odometer, relative sensors for example radar and optical sensors and absolute sensors like global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers. Terrestrial wireless communication networks offer additional opportunities to increase the localization reliability [2] , especially with direct device-to-device (D2D) communications. A variety of topics related to terrestrial network localization have been covered in research. A framework of network localization is introduced in [3] and [4] . The coordinate system for network localization is discussed in [5] and [6] . Joint network localization and synchronization is investigated in [7] . In [8] and [9] , the uncertain formation is exploited to locate external transmitters. Multiple vehicles are considered as a distributed phase array in [10] and [11] for angle of arrival (AoA) estimation.
The emerging 5 th generation mobile networks (5G) technology, especially millimeter wave (mmWave), provides reliable direct data transmission among the 5G enabled vehicles with a high carrier frequency and a large bandwidth [12] . Meanwhile, the 5G enabled vehicles are able to receive radio signals transmitted according to a previous wireless communication standard, e.g. intelligent transport systems (ITS)-G5, from non-cooperative entities like other vehicles. These signals are usually transmitted with a much lower carrier frequency and a smaller bandwidth compared to the 5G signals. We refer to a 5G enabled vehicle in the formation as an agent and a non-cooperative vehicle as a target. Targets do not exploit any signal for localization. The transceivers on all vehicles are considered neither carrier nor symbol synchronized.
In this work, we employ the Fisher information theory [13] , [4] to investigate the potential of exploiting the heterogeneous radio access technologys (RATs) for simultaneous carrier/symbol synchronization, agent formation estimation and non-cooperative targets localization. Agents' position and clock information can be extracted from the symbol delays of the agent-to-agent (A2A) links. Due to a large A2A bandwidth, this information is precise enough, so that the antennas mounted on multiple agents can act collaboratively as a distributed phased array. Symbol delays and carrier phases of the target-to-agent (T2A) signals are jointly observed by this array and exploited for localization. The targets are located in the near-field of the distributed array's aperture, i.e. the T2A signal wavefronts are modeled as spherical waves. Not only the traditional AoA but also the distance of the targets w.r.t. the agent formation can be estimated [14] together with their clock and phase offsets. The accuracy of the target's location estimate is comparable with the agent formation estimate, since it is decisively determined by the carrier frequency of the T2A links. Therefore, agents can exploit the targets' location information to further improve their own position estimation, especially when multiple targets have been localized. A similar concept is introduced in [15] , where external features are exchanged to improve network localization. Interestingly, even though a target does not actively cooperate with other vehicles, it indirectly benefits from other targets through an improved agent formation estimation. As a final result, the extended heterogeneous network is precisely synchronized and localized.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a network in two-dimensional (2D), for example as illustrated in Fig. 1 , composed of |M| agents and |S| targets. An agent a u is located at point P u and included in agent set M . Agents in the network communicate to each other with a 5G bi-directional RAT. Agent a v transmits a signal s v (t) with carrier frequency f c and bandwidth B c , which is received by agent a u through the A2A link e uv as
where α uv is the positioning-irrelevant complex amplitude, τ uv = d uv /c 0 is the signal propagation time, with the propagation speed c 0 and the Euclidian distance d uv between points P u and P v . The observable delay with the clock at a u is defined asτ uv = τ uv + δ v − δ u , where δ u and δ v are the clock offsets of a u and a v . The additive noise uv (t) is circularly-symmetric complex normally distributed with a variance σ 2 c/2 for real and imaginary components respectively. Precise formation information may also be extracted from the A2A carrier phase with multiple antennas mounted on single agent [16] . In this work we only focus on the information contained in A2A symbol delay. Therefore a simplified single antenna model is employed. The total A2A link set is denoted as E c . Targets are located at points P s co-planar to the agent formation, ∀a s ∈ S, with the target set defined as S. Target a s transmits a signal s s (t), with a carrier frequency f s and a bandwidth B s according to a previous wireless communication standard. Assume the 5G receiver at agents is backward compatible. Hence agents can receive the signal from a s through the T2A links. The received signal at a u through the T2A link e us within an observation window 0 < t < T s is expressed as
with the real-valued magnitude A us , carrier phases φ s of a s . The delay observed with the clock at a u isτ us = τ us +δ s −δ u . The noise us (t) is also circularly-symmetric complex normally distributed with a variance σ 2 s/2 for real and imaginary components. We further assume the agents' phase offsets at the carrier frequency f s are adjusted to be aligned with the clock offset as 2πf s δ u . The total T2A link set is denoted as E s . Agents perform anchor-free localization to jointly estimate the formation. The position estimates and their associated variances are subject to the choice of the coordinate system within the formation. An optimal 2D Cartesian coordinate system is defined by the arbitrary group motions [5] , with the formation center as the origin. Similar to the group motions of the position estimates, clock offsets can be estimated only up to an arbitrary group offset. An optimal choice of the reference clock is to set the mean clock offset to zero. The impact of the reference system constraints on the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) analysis will be discussed in Section IV. After the reference systems of position and clock are well defined, agent a u 's coordinates are expressed as p u = vec x u , y u . The vector of unknown positioning relevant parameters of a u is defined as x u = vec p u , δ u . The vectorizing operator vec · · · arranges elements into a column vector. The relevant unknowns in the formation are
The position of a target w.r.t. the formation is represented with its polar coordinates p P s = vec d s , θ s in order to investigate the performances of distance and AoA estimations a s individually. The corresponding Cartesian coordinates are p s = d s vec cos θ s , sin θ s . The defined coordinate systems are illustrated in Fig. 1 . The relevant unknowns of a target a s and all targets are x s = vec p P s , δ s , φ s and x S = vec · · · , x s , · · · , ∀a s ∈ S. The total relevant unknowns in the extended heterogeneous network are x = vec x M , x S . As indicated by (1) and (2), the location information of the agents and targets can be extracted from both A2A and T2A symbol delays, as well as the carrier phases of the T2A signals. Nodes are considered as isotropic points, which inherently applies the spherical wave model under the near-field assumption. We focus on the potential and scalability of vehicular network localization, and assume only line-of-sight (LOS) path propagation with the following justifications. Firstly, the considered D2D links are often in short range, where the LOS path is likely to be the dominant component. Secondly, mitigating multipath effects on localization is a well studied topic in both symbol delay [17] and carrier phase domain [18] , which can be extended to our applications. Besides, we assume only a constant offset in clock uncertainty. In reality, the clock drift also affects the localization performance, which should be included as a nuisance parameter [7] .
III. FISHER INFORMATION IN NETWORK
The parameters estimation covariance from an unbiased estimator is lower bounded by the CRB, which can be derived from the Fisher information matrix (FIM) [13] . The total FIM J is the superposition of the FIMs from the A2A links J a and the T2A links J s [4] , i.e.
We define a T b ∈ C B×A as the derivatives of b ∈ C B×1 w.r.t. a ∈ R A×1 . The FIM considering all T2A links is expressed as [19] 
where N 0,s is the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise. The information of parameters x is in general contained in the signal phase φ us and delayτ us , which can be stacked into a vector u us = vec φ us ,τ us . The integrand in (4) can be represented by the chain rule as
Consider the N 0,s → 0 and T s → ∞ asymptotics [19] Ts 0
with the received signal power E us , Ts 0s us (t)
with the centroid of the spectrum γ s , and 
where β s is the root-mean-square bandwidth, or the effective bandwidth. The T2A-related FIM can be expressed as
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as SNR us = 2Eus /N0,s. Additionally if we assume a symmetric spectrum, i.e. γ s = 0, the matrix J us becomes diagonal, which leads to maximal information of φ us andτ us . The information contained in the A2A links can be derived in a similar fashion, which lead to the total FIM as
where J a,τ , J s,τ and J s,φ are the FIMs considering the symbol delays of the A2A and T2A links and the carrier phases of the T2A links, respectively. The partial derivatives required to calculate (10) are listed in the Appendix.
IV. CRAMÉR-RAO BOUND WITH CONSTRAINTS
For absolute localization and synchronization, the reference system is externally defined. In this case, the CRB is expressed by simply inverting the full-rank FIM, and is invariant to coordinate system transformations. On the contrary, for relative localization and synchronization problems, the FIM is rank-four deficient, since the localization solutions are subject to arbitrary group rotation and translation and the clock offset estimates are subject to arbitrary group offset. Reference systems have to be defined by the minimal sufficient constraints to the estimated parameters depending on the application. In [9] a baseline defined by two agents are used as the coordinate system, which is not optimal. In our heterogeneous network, we are interested in the accuracy of the formation estimation and the targets localization w.r.t. the formation. Therefore, an optimal Cartesian coordinate system is defined by constraining the group rotations and translations of the formation [6] . An optimal clock reference system of the formation is defined by setting the mean clock offset to a constant. The network/target localization and synchronization is employed w.r.t. the above mentioned reference system. The constrains of the reference system are represented by the subspace U ⊥ = [u x , u y , u δ , u r ], with orthonormal bases of translations in x and y directions u x and u y , clock offset u δ and rotation u r defined as
The bases U ⊥ spans the left nullspace of the problem, i.e. the reference constraints. The orthonormal bases of column space U can be determined by the Eigen-decomposition as
The total FIM can be projected onto the column space as U T JU and becomes full-rank. Finally, the CRB of x is calculated by inverting the projected FIM and transforming back to the parameter space as
where the variance of a parameter estimate var
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We conduct simulations to demonstrate the potential of the heterogeneous network localization with the agent formation as a phased array. Assume 30 cooperative vehicles (agents) spread over a length of 90 m on a 30 m-wide motorway. The vehicles' positions are uniformly generated 1000 times within the area, which averages out impacts from any particular formation. The signals propagating on A2A links use a carrier frequency of f c = 60 GHz and a bandwidth of B c = 1 GHz. A free-space pathloss model is assumed with an SNR of 0 dB at distance 10 m. Different groups of non-cooperative vehicles (targets) are deployed on the same motorway, with a number varying from zero to nine and a distance to the agent formation's center from 1 m to 400 m. The non-cooperative vehicles are transmitting T2A signals with a carrier frequency of f s = 1 GHz and a bandwidth of B s = 25 MHz, which are only received by the agents. A similar free-space pathloss is assumed with an SNR of 0 dB at distance 316 m. All the agents and targets are neither carrier nor symbol synchronized. The symbol delays of the A2A and T2A links and the carrier phases of the T2A links are exploited for estimating the formation and locating the targets. We also consider two cases where agents' locations and clock offsets are perfectly known as benchmarks. The perfect agents' knowledge assumption is valid when the number of targets approaches infinity, or the formation is precisely estimated with other measurements, e.g. from radar, optical sensors or the phased array for A2A signal. In the first benchmark case, only symbol delays of the A2A and T2A links are exploited. It is equivalent to the traditional target localization with time difference of arrival (TDoA) measurements. In the second case, carrier phases of the T2A links are considered additionally. The square root of CRBs of the target's distance and AoA estimation w.r.t. the formation are plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. The root mean CRBs of the agent formation estimation, i.e. the position error bound averaged over all agents, are illustrated in Fig. 4 . First, the curves of two benchmarks have the same tendency with a fixed gap of 21.4 dB for both distance and AoA performances, which is due to the resolution difference between bandwidth and carrier frequency of the T2A signals. Second, the CRBs of targets' distance estimation are stable inside the formation, and increasing while targets are moving away from the formation. Third, the CRBs of target AoA estimation are decreasing in the cases of uncertain formations when the target move from center toward the formation border. It indicates that the AoA estimation is more sensitive to the formation uncertainty around the formation center. The AoA estimation CRBs increase when targets are outside of the formation due to a decreasing SNR similarly as the traditional far-field AoA estimation. Forth, all three plots show benefits of jointly observing multiple targets on both target localization and formation estimation, where the joint estimation performances are approaching to the second benchmark. These benefits get smaller when targets move away from the network due to the reduced SNR and the unfavorable geometry. Last but not least, the proposed joint symbol delay and carrier phase processing in the considered heterogeneous network has a promising potential. Sub-meter target distance estimation accuracy is achieved with a T2A distance up to one hundred meters. A 0.1 • target AoA estimation accuracy and a few centimeters formation estimation accuracy are guaranteed for all the evaluated T2A distances.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the CRBs of localization in a heterogeneous asynchronous vehicular network, containing 5G enabled agents and non-cooperative targets with radio transmissions according to a previous standard. The agent formation and the targets' locations are jointly estimated from the symbol delays of both A2A and T2A signals as well as the carrier phase of the T2A signals. Both of the formation estimation and the target localization accuracies are significantly improved when more targets are included, even though the targets are not actively cooperating with other vehicles.
APPENDIX
Exploiting the inter-node distance expression in [14] , the partial derivatives in (10) 
